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Trustee Rood will resign;
opposes disclosure rule
ByDebGebdyi
Staff Reporter

Photo
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Norman J. Rood, a member of the
University Board of Trustees, said
yesterday that he will resign at the
March board meeting. He has four
years remaining in his nine-year
term.
Rood's resignation is his reaction
to an extension of an Ohio Ethics
Commission (OEC) ruling on
financial disclosure. The updsted
ruling requires trustees of all state
universities serving after April 1 to
submit an annual disclosure of income sources, investments, real
estate Interests, creditors, debtors
and gifts.
"It's a stupid rule made by
Irresponsible people...I don't fed that
my financial position is anyone's
business but my own," Rood said.

ot UntvOTlly

University Trust** Norman J. Rood

Indoor track controversy flares
By GaO Harris
Staff Reporter
A petition calling for the
reevaluation of the proposed Indoor
track in the recreation center Is
being circulated by members of the
women's and men's indoor track
teams.
The students signing the petition
are protesting the rectangular,
suspended, ISO-yard track to be installed in the $9.45 million recreation
facility, according to Jan V.
Samuelson, a member of the
woman's Indoor track team who
drew up the petition.
She said the original plans, which
Included s floor-level 220-yard track,
fell through because the planners
thought It would be too expensive.
SAMUELSON SAID the smaller,

suspended track, although leas expensive than a 220-yard one, is
inadequate for both running and
Jogging because it Is unbanked.
"Since it's shaped like a rectangle,
it's Just like running around the
block," she said. "It'll injure people,
because since it won't be banked,
they can't lean aa they turn and may
run into a wall"
Spans editor BUI Estep dscauei
his feellagi «a the rec cuter la a
cohuna aa Page I of today's News.
Brian L. Storm, a member of the
men's indoor track team, said he has
spoken to University President Hollis
A. Moore Jr. and Mark E. Kerns,
undergraduate student representative
to the Board of Trustees, about installing a 220-yard track.
"There has been no progress,
really," Storm said "Moore said 'no

way' about the 220 track. But he said
if we get 7,000 signatures he'd consider dropping it completely from the
facility."
Storm said Moore told Urn It would
cost about 1500,000 to alter the plans
and expand the building, and the
University will not spend the extra
money.
IF THE TRACK Is not included In
the recreation center, there would be
pressure on the University to build a
220-yard track elsewhere on campus,
Storm explained. He added that
Moore said the Natatorium will be
torn down in the future and a
fieldhouse constructed on the site.
Kerns said he Is In favor of
keeping the 190-yard track in the
center as planned
"The site Is no disadvantage to
students and to enlarge it, you're
talking about a lot more money, and

Natural gas industries may clase
By Cindy Letae
Staff Reporter
Area schools, businesses and industries who rely on natural gas as
their main energy source will
probably have to dose, s spokesman
for Columbia Gas of Ohio said
yesterday.
"We Just don't have the supplies to
give everyone full service," Kay A
Shown, an official d the Toledo dfIce d the utility, said She outlined
gas allocation cutbacks d $5-100 per
cent which will begin Feb. 1.
The allocation cuts are nd expected to affect the University,
Bowling Green city schools, the
University of Toledo or local
businesses and industries which use
other energy sources. The allocation
cut will sharply affect local stores,
businesses and schools that buy large
amounts d natural gas from
Cdumbia, Shown said
COMMERCIAL AND industrial
customers who use more than 1,000
metric cubic fed of Columbia Gas
supplies will be limited to 85 percent
d their base allocation. Shown explained that the base allocation Is an
average taken from a three-year
consumption chart
She classified the l.OOOcubic-fod
customer as a "heavy user of our
(Columbia Gas) supplies" and said
some schools, businesses and most
Industries are dasshVrt as this type
d customer.
Small commercial users who use
leu than 200 metric cubic fed a
month will receive 30 per cent d
their base allocation, ate said
Businesses, schools or Industries
capable d switching to another
energy source will not be sold any
gas. Shown said
"We have to do it," Shown said,
explaining that no supplies d gas
can be "bought, begged or stolen."
"WE HAVE NO choice but to cut

everyone's supplies," she said "end
no one but residential users will
receive their full needs."
Although gas allocations will be cut
at the University, Robert J.
McGeein, director of facilities and
energy planning, said the University
is not in danger d dosing because
most d the University's energy
comes from other sources.
He said the University will have to
make "a proposed modification d
our dependence on natural gas."
The proposal will be finished by the
end of the week, he said
Some Bowling Green businesses
and industries will be affected by the
gas cuts.

serves many Bowling Green
customers, the gas allocation cut will
affed Toledo more because many
businesses and industries there have
refused to change to oil or electrical
utilities.
"We warned everyone that it would
be a tough winter and supplies would
be short"
She said Toledo will be affected
"deeply" by the allocation cuts
because many businesses and schools
rely solely on gas. She said these
users can no longer ask "can we
stay open?" but "will we have
enough gas to keep pipes from
freezing In the shut-down buildings?"

for no other reason than to benefit
the intercollegiate track team," he
said
"It's nd competitive and it will
serve every service that it's supposed
to."
Concerning the possibility of a
fieldhouse, Kerns said he has heard
d it only from Storm. He added that
he would need more Information
about the proposal before he could
comment
BUT BOTH STORM and Samuelson
deny their sole Interest In the larger
track Is for the benefit d the indoor
track teams. They agreed most
students are interested In running,
not Jogging, and that from their
experiences, the 190-yard track would
be a waste d money.
"A 220-yard track Is the smallest
track d any use for running," Storm
said "To gd any kind d a workout,
you need one at least that site. I
think the students are getting ripped
off If they settle for a 190."
Samuelson said "We know the
center is not supposed to be used for
interscholastic sports, but for
students. And It's been easy to get
3,000 or 4,000 signatures on the
petition already.

Weather
Chance d occasional mow
flurries today. High today M to
If. Snow likely tonight and
tomorrow. Low tonight II to 15
aad high tomorrow la the lew
Ms. Chance d snow 59 per cent
today and M per ceat tonight

ROOD, WHO IS president d
Suburban Fuel Gas, Inc., d Cygnet,
was formerly a bank presided and
has business interests in several
parts d the country.
"The Ohio Ethics Commission is
trying to satisfy themselves that we
(the trustees) are not doing business
with the University, have any conflicts d interest or could have personal gain through Influencing contracts for improvements to the
University.
"My plan Is to have the trustees
sign a statement d ethics that would
deny any personal or financial gain
under penalty d law," Rood said.
He said the OEC wants to insure
the integrity d the trustees, but he
thinks complete financial disclosure
Is more of a threat to the board
members than a help to their
credibility.
He said prospedlve trustees of
"quality" will not accept the
stipulation because "it leaves
yourself wide open for suits. We are
responsible for University dealings
and are being sued a Id more than
people realise. But with an open
statement d finances, people would
know how much they could get (In a
sdt)."
THE TRUSTEES are among 97
groups d officials who mud submit
statements by April IS, 197S, for the
1977 fiscal year. The extended
coverage d the OEC ruling includes
college presidents, certain state
boards, date officeholders and
political candidates.
The commission voted to extend
the rule after public bearings around
the state turned up requests for the
inclusion of trustees.

"It meets the demand by the
public for more accountability by
public officials," Richard Terepak,
OEC executive director, said "It has
the effed of re-establishing public
credibility and faith in public officials."
UniversUy trusteeships are filled
by gubernatorial appointment Rood
was appointed by former Gov. John
J. Gllligan.
University Trustee S. Arthur
Spiegel said he does not object to
making a financial disclosure
statement.
"I SUPPORT anything that can be
done to Improve credibility of
government officials, either salaried
or appointed...but some may resent
it What we are Is target defendants
for those who have gripes with the
University," Spiegel said, adding that
making financial records public will
only make that situation worse.
"Some who could lend a Id to the
University as trustees wouldn't put
themselves in the position where they
have to make a complete financial
statement and then subjed themselves to being target defendants. It
might scare some of them off,"
Spiegel said.
Rood said, "The quality of
education at BG is the best. You
don't gd that done without spending
a Id d time on campus to eliminate
programs that students have to pay
for and don't really need
"This board Is spending more time
than any other board in the history
d the University...and it is going to
get even more time-consuming...Very
few will accept this proposition and
be willing to spend at lead two or
three days a month away from work."

Carter's economy plans
may include tax rebate
WASHINGTON (AP)-Preddent Carter's 931 billion economic program may
include a $50 cash payment for nearly every American, including the nontaxpaying poor, Bert Lance, Carter's budget director, sdd yesterday.
Lance said the payments would be in the form d a tax rebate for each
personal exemption claimed by taxpayers for 1976. There also would be a
cash payment for persons receiving Social Security benefits and for lowIncome persons who do nd pay taxes.
Lance said Carter has also decided to ask Congress to encourage business
Investment by raising the investment tax credit to 12 from 10 per cent.
However, some liberal Democrats and the AFL-CIO criticized Carter's
emphasis and sdd they would try to shift the focus of the legislative package
to Job creation and minimize the tax relief.
CONGRESSIONAL leaders who met with Carter at the White House quoted
the President as saying that his Is "the bed way" to stimulate the economy.
Lance told reporters it may not be possible to provide payments to all the
poor, especially those with incomes below $4,000, because it could cod nearly
as much in administrative costs to reach them as the amount d the
payments themselves.
"WE WILL TRY to reach all we can-unfortun-jtely there may be some we
can't reach," he said at a briefing.
The way Lance outlined the rebate plan, a family d four with income d
$10,000 would receive a total tax rebate d about $200. For a family of three,
the rebate would total $150.

MOST STORES are heated entirely
by gas. Because some d the stores
use more than 1,000 metric cubic fed
d gas a month, their allocations will
be cut to 85 per cent
The assistant manager d LaSalle's,
139 S. Main St, said the store has
nd cut its hours yd "although it's
likely." He said the store's temperature is about 60 degrees and
some pipes have frozen. He said the
store had to punch holes In the
ceiling to keep other pipes from
freezing.
The Cain's Potato Chip Co.'i
controller, Merv Bollard, said the
factory has curtailed all gas use. He
said all equipment was modified to
use oil or electricity.
A spokesman tor the Capitol
Plastics Co. Inc. 333 Van Camp Rd,
said the plant has nd shut down yet
Until there Is "no gas available
anywhere" the industry will stay
open, she said
THE CITY CHAMBER of commerce is holding an emergency
energy session today at II a.m.,
Robert Hoagland executive director
d the Bowling Green chapter, said
Area merchants and industrialists
will discuss energy options.
Shown said although Columbia Gas

Alone again
9
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opinion
disclose or resign
For University trustees who will be affected by the new financial
disclosure laws, It is time to shape up or chip out.
The coming of the new laws have panicked some trustees who
will, by law, be required to make public their earnings and holdings
before April 1.
At least one trustee has already indicated that he will resign
rather than comply with the new requirements. But leaders in a
public institution should hold up for public inspection what they
earn and how much they own.
We contend that there is no place on the Board of Trustees of
this Institution for men and women who might be trying to hide a
conflict of interest. Members should either comply with the law and
make full disclosures or tender their resignations.
We understand that financial holdings are one's personal business,
but this is a tax-supported institution and ad trustees should be
prepared to prove they have a clean slate.
Full financial disclosure Is not only a healthy exercise in
democracy, but an act which. In the long run, will benefit each and
every student by encouraging an honest, responsible trusteeUniversity relationship.

a bright idea
Students going to the Library to study during the past two weeks
have been faced with a new problem-the recent shortage of energy
has caused University officials to cut back on lighting In that
building, making rending difficult.
We realize that shortages mean Inevitable cutbacks, but reduced
lights in a building such as a library Is both Inconvenient and
dangerous.
It has been proven that Inadequate light while reading can cause
eye damage and the lighting in many parts of the library is not
sufficient for study.
Furthermore, a dimly lit room Is not conducive to work. And that
is the library's purpose.
Library Director Melville R. Spence said he and his staff are
doing everything In their power to make the library as light as
possible without frivolously wasting electricity. According to Spence,
University electricians will be working on the wiring in the library
soon so lighting will be sufficient and evenly spread throughout the
building.
Such efforts are commendable but there are more logical places
in the University to cut consumption and save electricity.
A survey of four randomly-selected classroom buildings by the
News at 10 p.m. Monday, for example, revealed that there were 11
empty classrooms which were fully lighted. There are relatively few
classrooms In University and Moseley halls. Education and Business
Administration buildings, but 11 wastefully lit classes represent a
substantial loss of power.
In addition, many other classrooms had oil the lights on while
only one or two students studied or worked on projects.
If the University would require maintenance employes to make
rounds and shut off the lights In all unused rooms as classes adjourn, a substantial savings could be realized.
Students and faculty members, too, should take it upon themselves to turn off lights when class Is over and there Is not one
scheduled Immediately after. Every second of electricity saved helps.
Decreasing consumption In these areas would mean power could
be channeled to places where it Is desparately needed-such as the
library.

'judgment is founded on truth... *

classes, profs involve feelings
By Irene Ball
127 Troupe

that Is inhabited by man-eating
«?

Gaest Columnist
Ifs about time that someone feels
things instead of Just seeing things.
What I feel, I feel not only on
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday, but every day,
all day, and even into the night
What I feel is what my speech
difficulties prof feels.
HE 18 A walking dictionary of
technical words plus nasal sounds
and, "Any questions? Are you
sure?"
What I feel In my American
history class Is fear and guilt I am
almost ashamed to say I am an
American.
The prof is fiery. He tells us
things that aren't in our history
books. He tells us we can't read and
that we can't think.
Do you know who received the $40
million that Panama was to get for
the land that we used for the digging
of the Panama Canal?
Do you know of a fresh water lake

DO YOU KNOW who really sunk
the Maine?
Do you know that we lynched
people?
Do you know that we cut the heart
into strips and passed them out to
the crowd for souvenirs?
Do you know that we took a live
un-born baby out of its mother's
womb and trampled it to death?
Do you know any part of the
Preamble to the Constitution?
!T BEGINS: "WE, the people of
the United States, in order to form
a more perfect union, establish
Justice, etc." Read it sometime, if
you can't read, try to find someone
to read it to you.
Off to music class.
I went to the little red school house
when I was a girl.
We sang "Up on the Housetop,"
"Jingle Bella" and "Silent Night" at
Christmas time.
AT OUR ANNUAL program for our

By Jim Saywell
M9 Napoleon No. 30
Gaest Columnist
Mr. Ross, I think you are confused.
You suggest that sport hunting has
led to the decline of such spedes as
the buffalo, the passenger pigeon, the
great auk, the grizzly bear, the
mountain sheep, the wolf, "and
numerous other spedes, all of which
were killed In devastating fashion so
hunters could get their 'funsies'."
"Funslea" may have been derived
by some of our ancestors by the
mere killing of animals Just for the
sake of killing. The shooting of
buffalo out of train windows, as some
of our ancestors did to get their,
"funsies", and the killing of any
other animal Just for the pleasure of
lulling, is not sport hunting, and I do
not condone It

LY IN WA^NGtSN
'S AOJ, I KNOW..

THROUGHOUT THE 1800's there
was virtually no check on the vast
numbers of wildlife killed in the
United States. Grizzly bear, black
bear, elk, pronghorn antelope,
waterfowl, shorebirds and even
songbirds were hunted, trapped and
shot for commercial or personal use
in tremendous numbers each year.
Today there is a check on the
number of animals killed. It is called
wildlife management Every state
has a hunting season, with carefully
determined dates for that season.
This system lets hunters harvest only
the annual overabundance. As a
result of the efforts of wildlife
biologists, strongly supported by
money from taxes on sporting goods
and hunting and fishing license fees,
a number of wildlife species have
been saved from extinction. For
example, the beaver, once eliminated
from all the states of the Mississippi
Valley and all eastern states except
Maine, is now common and abundant
in every state but Hawaii. The
pronghorn antelope once reduced to
between 13,000 and 26,000 now
numbers about 500,000. The elk, the
bison, the trumpeter swan, egrets
and herons, the fur seal and sea
otter were all snatched from extinction.

Without the interest in hunting
most of these species, there would
have been little, if any effort to save

.Letters
firelands
Academic Council baa recently
made a decision that win ultimately
defeat the purpose of having a
branch campus. I am referring to the
ruling requiring 30 hours of upper
level courses at Main Campus for
those students working on a
bachelors
degree at Firelands
Campus. I believe Academic Council
has forgotten the type person that
stiff"1* a branch campus. Typical in
attendence are not only those
students directly out of high school
but also older persona, young
marrieds, working students and,
especially, those students who cant
afford the skyrocketing rates of room
and board plus tuition.
It Is quite unfair to ask these
persons to spend additional money In
gas, and drive approximately 100
miles (round hip) to attend maybe
one or two classes. How long will It
take for these students to get a
ilegtee Does Academic Council
really think that a student In this
situation will "benefit" from the
"many advantages here, such as the

PHYSICAL EDUCATION Is fun,
too.
By the time I get from Hayes Hall
to St Al's School, I have had it.
I Just watch.
My prof said I would not need to
dress like a gym teacher.
I waa willing to buy Big Mamma
Panty Hose, cut them so I could be
barefoot
I VOLUNTEERED to wear a short
dress. The prof said, "No, Irene, we
don't want you to make a spectacle
of yourself. Just wear your little print
dress."

Now, for the best part. Do you
know what it would do to you to be In
the confines of a monastery for
twelve years?
You would have to experience this
for yourself.
In this seclusion, if your illness
was above the waste, you received
an aspirin.
If your illness happened to concern
your body below the waste, an internal cleansing was prescribed.
TO SAY the least, this prof did
receive an excellent education. I
hope it rubs off on las students.
Time flies in English literature
class. We know Just as much about
him (ex-munk) as we do abut
English literature.
I hope he doesn't read this column,
I may flunk the course.
"To know them is to love them."
This goes for all my profs, all
seven of em Two of them are grad
asistants, but God Bless them, too.
P.S. Count your jeans again. Now
there are 15,544 pairs.
The little old lady has hung her
little print dress in the closet

hunting helps, not hurts, society

THE WILD turkey once In serious
danger of extinction has been
restored to 43 states. The white-tail
deer was almost non-existent in more
than one-half the states. Including
Ohio and Pennsylvania, and now
numbers close to 18 million. And the
beautiful woodduck, at one time
considered to be close to extinction,
is now the most common breeding
waterfowl In the eastern United
States.

"worthy" and outstanding faculty
members "
I think not! If students at
Firelands need materials from the
Main Campus library, a shuttle
service is available
This ruling is treating a symptom,
not the actual problem. If branch
campus students are piecing together
requirements without taking any
courses at Main Campus, It is
because the University will not get
off Its big bureaucratic rear end and
institute higher level courses at
Firelands. I strongly believe that
Firelands Campus Is 'worthy' of
these higher level courses and furthermore, as Dr. Kenneth W. Rothe
would say, "when there is a will and
a way It will happen." But apparently the University doesn't have
the win.
As an ex-student of Firelands
Campus, I can attest to the fact that
there are as many advantages and
outstanding faculty at Firelands as
Main Campos. Since its conception,
there has hew an unfair siighting of
Firelands.
It is high time that Bowling Green
State University began to recognise
Firelands Campus as part of the

parents and neighbors, we sang
"America" and "The Star Spangled
Banner."
The teacher announced the title of
the songs. Otherwise the people
would have been at a loss to know
what we were singing.
I enjoy my two teacher music
periods. It makes me feel sad. I
know what I missed.
I still remember that the space
notes are f, a, c, e; the notes on the
lines are e (every).g(good), b (boy),
d(does). f (fine).

University. Real people attend
classes there. Academic Council has
forgotten that. This ruling will
prevent many students from getting
degrees. It is unneeded, unfair, and
without a doubt, should be changed.
Gregory L Goff

416 Off enhsuer West
Batter's Note: The second half of
this letter was accidentally deleted
from yesterday's News. This Is the
letter la Its eaurety.

tightness
When a track runner starts getting
unusual tightness in his leg it can
result in an injury.
Well gang, this happened to me.
Because of the conditions under
which the Bowling Green track team
must practice I began to have pain
and stiffness in my left leg. As It
turned out this "stiffness" turned
into a pulled muscle and strained
ligaments In the back of my knee
and calf in the first race of the year.
Sure, pulled muscles happen, but
I've never had one and I've been
running and playing football a long
time. According to the BG trainer
who examined me, the cause was the

great strain put on my leg from
running on the hard cement of the
ice arena.
I'm not the only track person to be
Injured because of our practice
conditions. Every year, a number of
needless injuries occur.
Last Saturday we had a meet I
couldn't run but for the dedicated
yound man who did, and they were
1
inferior as far as practice time, the
results were great. I cant run for a
while but what about those guys like
Steve Houaely, John Anick, Gary
Desjardens, Mark Butler, Kevin
Ryan, Rick HutcUnson, Just to name
a few, who won races on pure guts.
Is BG going to deny them the right
of running by injuring them. If these
young men had an indoor track they,
and more people would have looked
and felt better.
Many schools, who's budget is leas
than BG's, have Indoor tracks. Sure,
Mark Kerns is not responsible for my
injury but what about the ones two
years from now that happen because
of a lack of practice facilities. Yes,
people, he will be responsible.
Jos Coaster
SMBromflald

them. It was the sportsmen's dollars
that saved these species and many
nongame species as well.

assured that all animals would get
enough to eat without fighting each
other for food and shelter.

Mr. Ross, your solution of pulling
back and allowing nature its own
territory and allowing natural
predators to keep animals in check,
sounds good on the outside. But look
at what you're saying. Without
hunting there would soon be overpopulation of all wildlife spedes

YOUR VIEWPOINT of hunting, 1
feel, shows a lack of understanding
of hunting as a complex sequence of
events among which killing or
causing pain are neither the objectives of animal husbandry or of
hunting, yet they are indispensable
parts of both activities of man.
But I have not told you what
hunting is really about. What
motivates one to awaken at five in
the morning and stagger into the still
night woods with only s flashlight as
a guide, and climb a mountain while
being slapped in the face by unseen
frozen branches. To sit for hours in
quiet coldness in a tree, climb down
from the tree and spend the rest of
the day quietly walking, hoping to
glimpse s deer, then return home
that night without ever having fired
a shot, only to awaken earlier the
following morning to try again.

There would be nothing, but for an
insignificant number of predators, to
hold the populations down. Look back
Mr. Ross. Man has always been a
predator. As far back as our earliest
ancestors, the hunters and gatherers,
man was unknowingly controlling
populations.
THINK OF A deer herd in the type
of below zero weather we are experiencing now. I don't know if you
have ever been in a woods to see for
yourself, but there Is only so much
food available to wildlife Once it Is
used up the animal will starve.
Death is the common lot of all
living creatures; and in nature early
death is an adaptable force. Only a
few of all those born can live. How
they die, by starvation, disease,
predation, or by gun Is not the important matter. Often death by gun is
the easiest, quickest, most humane
death of all.
Your method, letting animals be,
would be far more simple than all of
the trouble wildlife professionals go
to now to insure the survival of all
wildlife. But Mr. Ross, I would like
to vote it down on the basis of s lack
of understanding on your part in
thinking that wildlife management
could be so simple.
Perhaps you have a plan for birth
control for all of these wild animals.
Maybe we could set up feeding
stations every few miles along the
highways so that we could be

What is hunting Hunting is watching the sun rise over the edge of s
mountain, and wishing it would hurry
up and take the some of the coldness
sway from the early morning
darkness; it is watching an excited
bird dog as he works his way across
an open field trailing a cock
pheasant; it's having a grouse flush
10 yards in front of you and wondering bow you missed for the third
time that day; it's trudging after
deer tracks in an otherwise virgin
snow; it's the satisfaction of
cleaning, cooking and eating your
own game.
Hunting is companionship, with
friends, or even when you are alone,
with nature. Hunting is being totally
at peace with yourself as you lay
quietly beneath a tree, not knowing
that a 10 point buck just walked by
behind you. Hunting, Mr. Ross, la a
way of life.
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Dag in Review Free tuition tax plan scrapped
from Associated Press Reports
By MarBya DBea
Staff Reparter

Draft reconsidered
The chairman of the Senate Armed
Service* Committee said yesterday he to
convinced the nation most return to the
draft as a source of military manpower.
"I'm convinced that like it or not
we're going to have to go back to the
Selective Service system for obtaining
some of our men," Sao. John C Stemtts
(D-Mlss.) said at the opening of a
bearing on U.S. defense posture.
The principal witness was Defense
Secretary Harold Brown, who told the
committee It would be another month
before President Carter will decide what
changes to make In the (123 billion,
defense budget sent to Congress a week
ago by the outgoing Ford administration.
In what he called a statement of "my
views of the International environment,"
Brown told the committee that "the
bask issue to not whether the U.S.
should have ample military power-we
must assure that we do-but how much
is enough."

Governor protests amnesty
Gov. Meldrim Thomson has ordered
flags over New Hampshire state
buildings flown at half staff until Friday
night to protest President Carter's
pardon of Vietnam-era draft evaders.
The governor, a conservative
Republican, Issued an executive
proclamation on Sunday pointing out
that there still are American servicemen missing In action in Vietnam.
He said it to far more appropriate tor
the nation to show its gratitude for
those who served in the armed forces
"than to extend amnesty to those who
rejected by flight and desertion the call
to honor and duty."

Senate okays Bell
The Senate yesterday confirmed
President Carter's nomination of Griffin
B. Bell, an Atlanta lawyer and former
federal Judge, to be Attorney General
The vote was 78 to H.
Carter's selection to head the Justice
Department stirred more controversy
than any of Carter's other Cabinet
appointments and the Senate vote was
preceded by more than six hours of, at
times, acrimonious debate.
Republican opponents contended the
Democratic majority was not applying
the same standards to Bell that they
would have had he been the nominee of
a GOP president. Some of them also
raised qustions of "cronyism" because
of Carter's long-time friendship with
Bell
But most of the debate over Bell
centered around his civil righto record,
an issue emphasized by blacks and
liberal organizations who opposed his
nomination. Carter has called Bell's
civil rights record "superb."

Britain borrows again
Britain received another international
loan on Monday to bolster its reserves
of foreign currency. The move immediately strengthened the pound.
The $1.5 billion loan was made by a
group of major North American, German and British banks, Chancellor of
the Exchequer Denis Healey told the
House of Commons. He added It would
provide
important
medium-term
strength to the nation's currency
Healey described the terms of the
loan as "the best that have been
achieved in the market for a com-

parable operation" since the government borrowed $2.5 billion from an
International banking group In May
1*74. Observers said the terms were
about the finest available, indicating
growing optimism for Britain's
economic outlook.
The Bank of England said the new
loan would be drawn In two Installments, one of $1 billion In the near
future, and the balance six months
later.

Six killed in Madrid
Police arrested more than 60 persons
yesterday in an effort to stem rising
political violence that has left six dead
in Spain. But new disorders were
feared as angry leftists took to the
streets to demand vengeance for rightist
violence.
More than 35,000 workers walked off
their Jobs in Madrid and some 30,000
struck the Barcelona SEAT plant,
Spain's largest automobile factory, to
protest the machine-gun killing of four
Communists by gunmen presumed to be
right-wing extremists.
Leftists in Madrid called for a general
strike Wednesday.
Premier Adolfo Snares called In top
military and civilian cabinet members
to discuss the violence, which included
the country's second major political
kidnaping in less than two months.
Police reportedly arrested 24 persons,
including 19 foreigners, in the bunt for
gunmen who burst into offices used by
Communist labor lawyers Monday night
The killers shot four persons fatally
and wounded five others. Newspaper
funeral notices Identified the dead as
three lawyers and a worker, all
members of the Illegal Communist
party.

Mexicans want harmony
President Jose Lopes PortUlo of
Mexico says be to willing to serve as a
bridge-builder to help the United States
improve Its relations with the rest of
Latin America.
"It would give me great pleasure to
be a vehicle for harmony," be said in
an Interview with The Associated Press.
Portillo, who to scheduled to meet
with President Carter in Washington
next month, also indicated a willingness
to assist the United States In resolving
its disputes with Panama and Cuba.
Lopez Portillo was one of eight Latin
American chiefs of state who tost week
urged the Unied States to reach a
prompt solution of its dispute with
Panama over the Panama Canal.
Lopez Portillo, who took office Dec. 1,
said be attaches great Importance for
Mexico to bis Washington visit.
"For better or for worse the solution
to many domestic problems passes
through Washington," he added.

The Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) has withdrawn its proposal to tax
the tuition benefits which
many
colleges
and
universities offer to their
employes.
The decision was made
after public hearings on
the matter were conducted
earlier this month. More
than 40 persons testified
against the proposal at the
bearings.
IRS
pubUc
affairs
specialist, Tony Bombardiere, said the decision

to withdraw the proposal
was , made by former
Secretary of the Treasury
William E. Simon and IRS
Commissioner Donald C.
Alexander.
It had
previously been reported
that the decision on the
proposal would be passed
on to members of the
Carter administration.
Following the formal
announcement of the
proposal last Nov. 3, the
IRS received nearly 2,000
letters advocating the withdrawal of the motion.
HAD THE PROPOSAL
psssed, free or reduced
rate tuition for University

employes
and
their
families would have been
Included as taxable Income. According to Dr.
Genevieve Stang, associate
professsor of education, the
motion would have boosted
University employes'
taxable income but employes would have received
.no additional salary.
Stang said the proposal
would have produced
retroactive complications
for many faculty members.
Many instructors, she
said, take tuition benefits
into account when they
accept a teaching position.
Tuition remissions often

are considered s desirable
fringe benefit, she said.
According to Warren M.
Cruise, legal counselor for
the National Education
Association (NEA) In
Washington D.C., the
proposal would
have
limited many students'
opportunity to receive an
education. "We're pleased
it has been withdrawn, "
said Cruise. "We certainly
did oppose It." He said
NEA was one of many
concerned organizations
that opposed the proposal.
Dr. Joseph B. Perry,
chairman
of faculty
Senate, said he was

pleased the proposal bad
been withdrawn.
The
Senate Executive committee had approved a
resolution
urging
University President Hollto
A. Moore Jr. to argue
against the proposal.
Moore reportedly communicated with the IRS
prior to the public
hearings.
The proposal would have
affected approximately HO
colleges and universities In
the United States. Stang
said some 3(0 students are
attending the University
under the tuition remission
plan.

Grandmother vies for college queen title
ORLANDO, Fto. (AP)-A
lively grandmother thinks
more pizazz to needed for
this year's homecoming

celebration at Florida
Technologlcal University
(FTU). So she's running
fx homecoming queen.

"You can have a cutiepie anytime," said Rita
Reutter yesterday as she
moved around the Orlando

ACGFA member named to SGA
By Mark Sharp
Staff Reporter

Add Student Government Association
(SGA) senator to James E. Klelnfelter's
list of campus activities.
Klelnfelter's involvement In SGA began
last year when he attended meetings as an
interested student.
This interest
culminated in his summer position as
acting SGA president
A senior marketing major, Klelnfelter Is
a member of the Advisory Committee for
General Fee Allocations, the Student
Appeals Board and the Marketing Club.
HE DESCRIBES HIS SGA senator appointment as "something I've always
wanted to do." Responsible to the

McDonald quad district, Klelnfelter said be
hopes to restore student respect for SGA.
He said the summer SGA he headed had
no voting authority and described it as a
"farce." "As president, I was in charge of
correspondence, but you can't get a hold of
anyone."
Klelnfelter replaces Jenifer R. Allen, who
transferred.
He suggests that additional pencil
sharpeners In academic buildings be installed and a portable basketball hoop be
added to the activity area on the second
floor of Hayes Hall to ease crowded conditions for basketball players in the Men's
Gym. He also proposes the retention of
the health center as a living center for
students and will assist SGA with the
problem of overdue library books.

school's campus carrying a
green and white shopping
bag with a sign advertising
her candidacy. "Let's have
something different"
Her
shopping-bag
message: "Hi. I'm Rita
Reutter,
your
next
homecoming queen."
A reporter described her
qualifications for the title,
usually accorded a campus
beauty, with some skepticism:
"THERE'S ENOUGH of
Golds Melr in her face to
win third place in a lookalike contest...her 58-yearold figure has the ungir-

ARE YOU HAVING PROBLEMS WITH
ROOT DISEASE OR INSECTS?
KIOTZ now has plont fungicide ond
plant Insecticide In economical containers.

to present Marturion concert 1
started the local UCF,
chapter five years ago,
said he is dissatisfied with
traditional fellowship and
lack of spiritual life at the
University.
"We are looking for
something deeper with
each other as well as the
Lord," McAullffe said.
He added that Marturion
hopes to reach people in a

practical rather than
traditional way.
McAullffe said UCF
members
believe
in
comprehensive worship
where the spirit of God
touches people spiritually,
socially and culturally.
The concert to free and
open to the public.

SHE DROPPED out of
high school at 17 and went
to work. She married at 18
and, four daughters and 33
years later, she entered the
University of New Haven
In Connecticut. Last fall
she enrolled at FTU.

KLOTZ FLOWER FARM

United Christian Fellowship
The University United
Christian Fellowship (UCF)
will sponsor a music ensemble at 8 p.m. Feb. 13 In
the Recital Hall, College of
Musical Aid.
The program, "A Night
In the Kingdom," will be
presented by the 15member musical group
Marturion, which means
"witness" in Greek.
Joseph McAullffe, who

dled honesty of a grandmother 14 times over."
"I feel If I become
homecoming queen, it
would snow that FTU gives
everybody s chance," she
said.
A widow, Reutter to
working toward a master's
degree in guidance counseling.

NOW THRU 2/2
BUY 1 CONTAINER OP
THIS REMEDY AND RECEIVE

a 2 1/4 inch foliage plant
"•g price »5-. new J5\

ABORTION
$150.00

Hours:

Corner of

8-5

College ond Napol*

Mon. thru Sat.

TOLL FREE 9 a.m.-IO p.m.
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Carter pools cars
President Carter's determination to
reduce pomp at the White House will
force his key aides to Join the rest of
the world in solving the problem of bow
to get to work.
Carter decided Monday that no
chauffeured limousines will pick up his
ranking aides at their homes and take
them in style to the office.
Instead, they'll be encouraged to form
car pools, which will have special
parking privileges at the White House.
In the Ford administration, 13 top
aides got rides to work.
Under
President Nixon, the figure was about
30.

Some farmers welcome cold
The freezing weather that caused millions of dollars in damage to Florida's citrus
crop has given a welcome boost to farmers In California, Texas and even Israel.
But industry spokesmen say retail prices for the western fruit, at toast, are not
likely to rise too much even though oranges and grapefruits are In shorter supply.
Before this month's deep freeze, Florida's citrus crop was running It per cent
ahead of last year's size. California officials say their crop to 6 per cent greater
than that of the year before and Texas also has registered a gain.
The bumper crops meant the prospect of low prices and low profits for farmers
as stocks piled up. But along came the freeze, wiping out an estimated 35 to 40
per cent of Florida's citrus crop and causing some $190 million in damage.
Since Florida produces 70 per cent of the nation's grapefruit and 4$ per cent of
its oranges, western growers started raising wholesale prices In reaction to the
shorter supply situation.
Agricultural officials in the West note, uowevei, that growers stepped up shipments as they raised prices and say the price Increases will have only a small
effect In stores.
Wholesale prices of Texas fruit have risen 25 per cent since the freeze, said a
spokesman for that state's citrus industry, which produces 13 per cent of the
nation's grapefruit and 3 per cent of the country's oranges.
And Sunktot Growers in California has twice levied 25-cent-per-carton increases
on 40-pound boxes of oranges, raising the average wholesale price from $4.99-$5.90
to $S.4W6.40.
California officials say that before the freeze, growers were sending 1.2 million
40-pound cartons out of the state each week. Last week, growers shipped 1.7
million cartons, and new shipments have been set at 1.5 million a week.
"The prices will go up but the housewife won't feel the Jump that much," said
Dr. Calvin Lyons, citrus spurtallst at the Texas Agricultural Extension Service.
"An Increase in the price of a bushel or box of oranges will cause s real small
increase in the price per pound at the grocery store," be said.

CALL

THE
FALCON
516 E. Wooster St.

352-1506

PIZZA
FAST, FREE DELIVERY
OPEN
MON. THURS.
FRI.-SAT.
SUNDAY

A career in lawwithout law school.
What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an
undergraduate education and a challenging, responsible career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do
work traditionally done by lawyers.
Three months of Intensive training can give you
the skills—the courses are taught by lawyers. You
choose one of the seven courses offered—choose
the city in which you want to work
Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training
has placed more than 1600 graduates in law lirms.
banks, and corporations in over 75 cities.
If you are a senior of high academic standing and
are interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant,
we'd like to meet you.
Contact your placement office for an interview with
pur representative.
We will visit your campus on

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18

COUPON SPECIAL
Redeemable In store only between the hour* of 1) om.-2 pm. or 5 pm.-Spm.
- — _■_.__ — .... — ..._•.-_ — _.._ ______
_
_,

I 9" Cheese Pizza

only £,-«

2M South 17H1 Street. Philadelphia. Ptnntylvanle 1S103
1215| 732-0800
Operated by Para-Legal, Inc.

Small

Sub

Salad Bar

on.y £-«

on.y £Q«

I ^pj£»-**2r,ch_ ^s.._.«. _.L_Siplr,.i!!2i<tUli,« .
12" Cheese Pizza
only

£150

Expire March IS

Large Sub
ly

3s

°" Sl

Expire March IS

The Institute for
Paralegal Training

HAM-MIDNIGHT
11A.M.-2A.M.
4P.M.— MIDNIGHT

b

tfS

March

"

14" Cheese Pizza
only

£420

Expire March 15

16" Cheese Pizza

on,y

$3°°

■ _E_'_ _a_h.J -^.

Item* for pizza available at regular price

We Deliver During Lunch, Also!!!
Cupons Good For Pick-Up Or Eat-In Orders
CALL AHEAD - - • 352-1606
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Group compiles, reports news
for both campus radio stations
training
training.

By WOlie Slaughter

or

reporter

Since last fall the
"WE COMBINED THEM
Bowling Green Radio Newt
Organization has served into one news staff that
both
stations
the two campus radio serves
stations by gathering and without a conflict of inI think they're
broadcasting the news, terest.
weather, sports and stock doing an excellent job," be
market report*. Formerly, said.
Joe Shaheen, the afeach station did its own
ternoon news director for
news shows.
Radio
News
Terry A. Coker, general the
manager of WFAL said Organization explained,
WBGU-FM and WFAL "The main Job it to
worked in conflict with coordinate a group of
each other in the past.
inexperienced students into
"The content of the news a radio news organization
given to the public was Our main purpose is to
suffering along with the provide a learning exeducational values of both perience."
news staffs.
It was
Shaheen taid he enbecoming mostly a rip and
read situation. There was courages students to Join
Radio
News
no on-the-air delivery the

Organization during the professionalism and they
first week of each quarter.
sound good on the air," he
"It's a good place to said.
learn from your mistakes
John Mann, the morning
because it isn't a life and newt director for the Radio
death situation," he said.
Newt Organization taid
Dave Kennedy, program student participation it
director for WBGU-FM always welcome.
said the Radio News
"We attempt to use
Organization provides everybody. I'd rather have
services that fit the par- someone who wants to
ticular needs of each learn and it willing to
station.
work than someone who
"Since WBGU-FM Is a knows It all and is not
broadcast station covering willing to work.
Wood County, the news
organization provides news
"Someday
the
adsuited for our audience.
ministration will realize
They do the same thing for how many people are
WFAL but with the em- gaining experience here
phasis on campus news."
and they will give the news
"So far this quarter we organization an operating
have been very pleased.
budget. Once we get the
We find that the news budget we can truly serve
organization strives for Wood County," he said.

Governor calls for amendment

Home Ec reorganization report due;
task force reviews faculty discord
the end of the week, Given* said.
Given* said the cmsnltant was brought in "to I
suggestion* and to get an outsider's view of the
situation."
The task force to date, be said, has done a lot of
discussing, however nothing substantial has been
decided.
Last spring, reports of faculty discord resulted in a
proposal to divide the home economics department
into two divisions made by University Provost Kenneth
W. Rome and Dean David G. Elsast of the College of
Education.
The proposal must be approved by the task force
and presented to the Education Council and Academic
Council before it can be implemented.

The borne economics task force, created last spring
to reorganize the home economics department, finally
may be reaching a solution, according to Stuart
Given*, chairman of the task force.
"We hope, based on our observations and the
recommendation* of the consultant, to come up with
recommendation* by the end of the quarter," Given*
said.
A consultant. Dr. Beverly Fowler, chairman of the
home economic* department at Indiana State
University, was at the University last week and
discussed the situation with home economics faculty,
University official* and the home economics division
heads, he taid.
FOWLER WILL MAKE a report to the task force by

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1
7
11
14
15
16
17
18
20

Packed faway)
Burden
Onto* way
InMiuitivityof*
kind: Slang
Earthen jar
Paatur* sound
City in Naw York
Street nolsa
Equal

21 Existed
13 Main artarlas
24 Member of the
social whirl
27 Vichy, for one
SO Seaweed
31 Companions of
palm
35 Vehicles, circa
1900
Kind of nut

38 Reveal
39 Newspaper fea

MM
41
42
46
47
48
49
52
55

Kiltie
Well again
Cookery items
"What's in
?"
Elders: Abbr.
Pacifiers
Friendly
Hansom

"Hawaii

is a

national

treasure, but it Is a very
fragile treasure, one which
can be easily destroyed by
overpopulation and excessive demanda on its
resources," he told a Joint
legislative session. "In
short, too many people can
spell disaster for this
state."
THE DEMOCRATIC
governor, himself the son
of immigrants from Japan,
blamed rapid population
growth for the state's
problems of high unemployment, ditappearing
open apace and rising
crime.

Since Hawaii achieved
statehood In 1959, Its
population ha* grown from
622,100 to 864,900 in 1976-a
rate nearly double the
national average.
Federal action would be
required to tlow the flow to
the Island from both the
continental United States
and from foreign nations,
he taid.
"SINCE THE federal
government controls immigration,
It
should
provide special aid to
areas like Hawaii with high
concentrations of Immigrants," Ariyoshi said.

DOWN

You CM Tell Your Sweetheart How Much You Con
in the BG News Valentine Section on Feb. 11th
r$f tWtmf mf$ OOmtCf two &G Noofi

4 Ghostly
5 Shell shape
6 Objectionable
feature
7 Crustacean
8 Wave: Sp.
9 Highway to the
North, formerly
10 Siouan Indian
11 Leave out
12
song
13 Hostiles
19 Small spot
22 Atmosphere

He also called for
legislation to channel more
immigrants from foreign
countries to other states.
To curb immigration
from the other 49 ttatet,
however, Ariyoshi proposed
a constitutional amendment
to permit states to set
residency requirements for
welfare, public employment
and housing.
IN A NEW YORK case
in 1071, the U.S. Supreme
Court overturned state
residency requirements for
welfare. States may not
restrict free travel without
a compelling state interest,
the court ruled, and
residency rules tend to
restrict interstate travel

DOONESBURY

While acknowledging that
his program may sound
radical or unworkable,
Ariyothi insisted It wa*
necessary
to
protect
Hawaii from being a
victim of its own success.

Classifieds
CAMPUS CALENDAR
Wednesday. January 2*. 1977
Volunteer* In Progress Meeting for those Interested In
tutoring at Miami Children's Center, Main Lounge,
MacDonak) Norm at 7 p.m.
BGSU Ski Club meeting room 210 Math-Science Bldg. at 7:30
p.m. Ski Movies shown weekly.
Gay Union meeting room 203 Hayes Hall at 7:30 p.m.

SERVICES OFFERED
WIN give piano lessons. Call
1S2-42)*.

i.

Enjoy Dinner In Our Stable
Restaurant Before The Show

I F. rmmt. needed Immed.
to subl. apt. for tor. qtr 352
2*53.

HELP WANTED

PERSONALS

Sales persons of products to
students. Call Chuck 372 4*52
•fternoon*.
Needed 1 babysitter Men. a
Thurs 1:30-3:30, Tut*, 1:302:30, Wed. 1:3010:30 and Fri.
1:30-1 :M. Contact Angela
Bell. 131 7th St. Apt. 4.

Fri. Jan. 28 Sat. Jan. 29
Fri. Fab. 11 Sat. Feb. 12

WANTED
I P. rmmt. needed for spr.
qtr. Call 352-3257.

ML

■■■■■imitiitttO

1 M. to subl. apt. spr. qtr.
Ridge Manor: own bdrm. 10
tec. from campus. 353-2271.

Typing
Service*
(Incl.
resumes) avail, my home.
Reasonable 174 a*35 or M3
2152.

Asst. Prof. Eng. (creative
writing). Need MFA or PHD
In cr. wtg. w. ptry. a flct.
pub*,, expr. reaching gred. a,
undergrad
wksps.
Sal.
S12.00ptli.ooo. Avail. Sept.
71. Apply to Howard McCord.
Dtr.. Creative Writing Pgm.,
BGSU Seadllne Feb. 15, 77
EOE AA.

ONE PERFORMANCE 9:00 p.m.

by Garry Trudeau

Alien* comprise about 8
per cent of the state's
population--the highest of
any state and four times
the national average. The
majority are from Asia
and Pacific basin nations.

Hawaii's unemployment
rate is 8.5 per cent. The
latest report from the
Hawaii Criminal Justice
Statistical Center shows a
8.8 per cent increase In
violent crimes.

SELECTIONS FROM COLE PORTER
& STEPHEN SONDHEIM

mm re

AIBIO

25 Times
26 Bookkeeper's
abbr.
27 Quiet!
28 Port of Puerto
Rico
29 Vehicles such as
tanks
32 Time perioda
33 Gantry

The rapid growth hat
been accompanied by a
proliferation of high-rise
development in Honolulu,
turning a tranquil port city
geared to serving a rural
economy into a congested
urban area dependent on
tourism.

P.S. THANKS

34 Shore*
36 Reclined
39 Witty answer:
Slang
40 Finished
42 Scottish
explorer
43 Decreed
44 Spanish house
46 Sudden fits of
activity
50 Kick
51 Berlin'a river
52 "
for you..."
53 Invented
54 Frosts
57 Mountaineer's
need
58 Russian city
59 Bernstein opus
61 Macaw
63 Footed vase

1 Glissade, for one
2 Flooring
3 "Thejokes

Hawaii faces population problem
HONOLULU (AP)-Hawaii's island paradise is
being spoiled by too many
people, says Gov. George
Ariyothi, so he is urging
passage of a constitutional
amendment to stem the
tide of new resident*.
"The program I am
proposing will put this
state In direct confrontation with the present
laws of this land and
poBiibly even the Constitution of the United
State*," Ariyoshi said
yesterday In the prepared
text of hit State of the
State message.

56 Campus avant
60 One kind of
driver
62 The dawn
64 Poetic form
65 Horse
66 Pancakes, gourmet style
67 Moreover
68 African village
69 Genuflects

Congrats to John Cox on
being
chosen
the SAE
brother of th* week
The
Brother*.
Any university recognized
organization or club that ha*
not received a contract to
have their picture taken for
the 1977 year book. Plea**
call th* Key OHIce. 2-oot* by
Jen. 2tth.
Susan, Had * great time at
Alpha Gamma Delta Formal.
Get psyched for Oelte Tau
Dolt* Formal. Love ChrU,
Steve Wall of the October
Leooue will speak "ON THE
BUILDING OF A NEW
COMMUNIST PARTY" on
Sunday at 7:30 In the Union's
River Rm. All *r* welcome.

1 P. rmmt. needed for spr
qtr. CaH 352*373

SIS Ep» and Alpha Chi'*
really rate - Friday nit*'*
tee wa* really great I Thanx,
the AX'*.

1 M. rmmt. needed Immed.
C*M 372-5*21. S40 (th St. Apt.
112.

SAE'»:
The
AX's
are
psyched for fun Friday
mghtl Hope you are tool

VOU WILL NOT LIVE 1*77
EVER AGAINI LET THE
KEY
(yearbookl
PRESERVE
YOUR
COLLEGE MEMORIESI
ORDER YOURS TODAY BY
CALLING 372 0084.
Order a 7 x * photograph of
your fraternity, sorority, or
•ny other event from the
KEY office at 310 Student
Services Bldg. (Cost Is
52.007. Choose from our
proof books today!
Do you have extra money
from
your
Income
tex
returns? DJ's Bike Shop Is
having a sale you can't miss.
From now 'til th* end of
J*n. 10 percent OFF on all
bikes.
Peugeot,
Fugl,
R*l*lgh. viscount. DJ Shops
US W. Merry Av*. 352-9157.
U.A.O. PRESENTS: Burt
Reynolds. Liza Mlnnelll and
Gene Hackman star In thl*
wisecracking, romantic 1*20'*
adventure of an orange
wlgged widow and her two
buddies who run booze up
from Mexico to California
PLACE
210 Math Science
DATE Jan 2* 2*
TIMES - 5:30. 1:00. 10:30
KEEP AN EAR OPEN FOR
B'DAY
PRESENTS
TO
YOU! LISTEN TO WFAL 6*0
AM.

location. Move In Immed.
Call aft. 5:00 352 2734.
TWO BEDROOM. FOUR
PERSON, FURNISHED. AIR
CONDITIONED. TENANT
PAYS ONLY FOR ELECTRIC, 145 MONTH PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
124 SIXTH STREET. EXCELLENT CONDITION.
WASHER a DRYER IN
BUILDING.
CALL
NEWLOVE REALTY 352
4143.
3 Bdrm Furn. Apt*.
Summer and Fell
352-1100 or 352-4*71

All apt*, at 520 E. Reed St.
are rented for next school
y**r.
Rms. for rent lin mo.
Howard Johnson's Motor
Lodge. 352-2521
Need 1 F. rmmte. Immed. a
(*) leaser. 3-27 to 3 31. for
top of house. 1 larg. bedrm.
(155 mo. 424V> Wallace. 35355*7 after 5.
Subl. spr. qtr. upstairs hse.
for 2 Furn.. utll. Incl. **5
mo. person or best offer.
Close to campus. 352 3231.
Rm. for 2 M all male house.
1 blk. from campus. Avail.
now Ph. 353-3*55.

FOR SALE
Pair of Utah Speaker* 5*0.
I" Woofer. 3Vi" Tweeter, t
Ohms. 12 Watts. Call 372330*.
Advent speakers. Marantz
receiver,
Ben|iman
Mlracord turntable. Make
Offer. 352-4412.
75' Hornet, 1 owner, excellent cond. 17.5** ml.
«?.a*5, 352 5044 after 5.
FOR RENT
Subl.

apt.

I

bdrm

good

For Fall near campus, 521
E. Merry. 4 person* 2 bdrm.
■II utll pd. except elec. Free
cable for TV. Building In
excellent condition. No Increase from 1*7* priest. Ph.
352-4447 or 352 44*9.
HAVEN HOUSE Now leasing
for FAII of 1*77. No Increase
In rat* from Fall of 1*7*.
*3S0 ma CXI 352 9371. Model
I S*t aft. 1-4.
Campus Manor has openings
for 1 a 2 gals to fill 4 gal
apt* for w a s qtr. 333 *302
or 352 73*5 eve.
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Historian questions "Deep Throat'* case

Critic attacks movie sex standards
By Ml
Asot Cat* Edtter
"We've never had anything quite like what's going an
In Memphis, Temewe," said Arthur Knight, noted film
historian, critic and author, daring a presentation In the
Grand Ballroom, Union, Monday.
Knight, author of the "Sex In the Cinema" series in
Playboy magazine, attacked the Supreme Court's ruling
which referred the definition of obscenity to local community standards.
"When an ambitious prosecuting attorney or a Judge
sees an election in the future, be can make headlines by
trying an obscenity case," Knight said.
KNIGHT TESTIFIED in the case of Barry Reems, an
actor in "Deep Throat" Reems was convicted of conspiracy to transport ofaacene material acroas state Unas

and is awaiting sentencing in Memphis.
Knight's presentation, sponsored by the News and
Views Lecture Committee of the Union Activltes
Organization (UAO), Included the film footage from
"Deep Throat" and Ross Meyer's "The Immoral Mr.
Tease."
Knight's lecture dealt with the development of the
movie from the early "peep shows" to the present day
industry.
Knight listed three reasons why sex was popular In the
early cinema and why ft was frowned upon by certain
members of society:
-The movies were presented In the darkness of the
theatre,
-both men and women attended,
-actors appeared larger than life-etie when presented
on the screen.

State grant deadline approaches
Hmipholo Uy Graf SmwMd

Arthar Knight, anther ef Playboy's "Sex la the
Cinema" series, presented a history ef sex hi the
movies Monday. Knight's prfst atsllon also Included
his views on the "Deep Threat" obscenity case new
awalung seateadag hi Memphis, Tern

The application deadline for the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant Is March IS, according to Beryl D.
Smith, director of the financial aid office.
"This grant is the largest grant offered at Bowling
Green, with 1,922 students receiving aid this year "
Smith said.
A full-time student living on campus can receive up
to $1,312 for the 1976-77 academic year, Smith said.
Part-time and off-campus students can receive partial
grants.

HE SAID the amount of the grant depends on the
combined Income of the student and parents. If the
parents earn less than $14,000 a year, there is a good
chance some type of aid will be available. Smith said.
'Tor the first time this year, all students are able to
receive this grant In the past seniors weren't able to
Uke advantage of it," Smith said
The applications are available in the Financial Aid
Office, 305 Student Services Bldg. "They take three to
four weeks to process and the grant will cover the full
1978-77 school year."

As an example be cited the film "The Widow Jones,"
which when shown on a Unetoscope (a machine with a
three by four foot screen turned by hand crank), caused
no public reaction. However, when the same film was
shown on a big screen m s movie theater, religions and
community groups protested, he said.
KNIGHT EXPLAINED that not only were explicit sax
scenes banned by both the industry and local standards,
bat tame (by modern standards) scenes also were
prohibited. He said that the "Our Gang" comedies, also
known as the "Uttl- Rascals," were banned In Misiajilisi
because white characters were not allowed to participate
with black characters such as Buckwheat a character In
the series.
Knight also snowed dips of movies from the 1930s and
'40s, where nudity was Justified in documentaries about
sex education, hygiene or nudist camps.
He noted that almost all leading actresses during the
'20e and '30s depicted either prostitutes or mistresses to
gangsters.
,
White nudity was not permitted. Knight said, but nudity
among blacks was considered to be different "It was
anthropology," he explained. He referred to this as the
"National Geographic approach" to moviemaking.
Knight noted that the Grand Ballroom audience was
amused by the standards of earlier eras, and expressed
hope the future would mirror these changes in 'IHwht
However, he added that the recent developments In the
Memphis "Deep Throat" case dim these hopes.
Knight said he doubts the major motion picture studios
would devote much effort and money toward films
dealing explidtly with sex because the high budgets could
not be easily recouped. He did add that Independents
would continue to explore this area.

Carter blames energy crisis on coldness of winter; | bocalRniftfe
says Arab oil had1 nothing to do with problem
Graduate breakfast
By Staa Beajamia
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON-One cold winter and
suddenly the U.S. energy crisis is back.
This time, however, you can't blame the
Arabs.
The problem is that there's not enough
natural gas to go around. The result has
been grim: schools dosed, industries shut
down and hundreds of thousands of
workers laid off in areas hardest hit by
shortages.
President Carter, the Federal Power
Commission,
the Federal Energy
Administration and Congressional committees are working on emergency
measures that may help, but won't fully
solve the problem.
Last Friday, the day after his
inauguration, Carter ordered the ther-

mostats in the White House and other
federal buildings turned down to It degrees
Fahrenheit and urged the rest of the nation
to follow his example. Carter says It may
be several years before those thermostats
can be turned back up.
Here, in question-and-answer form is a
rundown of what's gone wrong, why, and
what is being done about it:
Q. I remember the Arab oil embargo
back in 1973 and the gasoline lines and all
that but If s been over four years and we
haven't had any energy crisis. Now all of a
sudden we're running out of fuel. Why
didn't anybody warn us this was coming?
A. Arab oil has nothing to with this
winter's problems, which Is caused by a
shortage of our own natural gas. Furthermore, we were warned repeatedly by
government gas experts, the gas Industry,

Rhodes unveils ed budget;
expects enrollment changes
COLUMBUS (AP)-Gov.
Rhodes'
budget
for
education
projects
declining enrollment at
primary and secondary
levels
and
higber
enrollment
for
state
universities and medical
colleges.
It contains more money
for all levels of education
but state officials say this
is intended to offset inflation and not to find new
programs.
The $2.4 billion proposed
for primary and secondary
education plus $1.32 billion
proposed
for
higher
education is one quarter of
the $14.8 billion total
budget
The Republican governor's executive budget,
unveiled yesterday, will be
sent to the Democraticcontrolled legislature In a
week.
RHODES PROPOSES to
increase state aid fir

primary and secondary
education by $297 million in
the two-year budget period
which starts July 1. This
Is Just over one-half the
increase in funding in the
current budget
It proposes to take the
controversial equal yield
formula for additional aid
to education to 40 per cent
of the projeded goal by
197*.
Lobbyists have asked for
70 per cent funding of the
program in that time. As
originally drafted, equal
yield would be fully funded
by 1979.
"WHILE THE enrollment
forecast Is down by 130,000
the budget provides a 23
per cent increase per pupil
over the next two years,"
said William W. Wilkins,
the governor's budget and
management director.
'For higher education we
are guaranteeing every
university and college full
funding for 1977," be ad-

ded, "and this takes into
consideration a 5.4 per cent
inflation factor."
The Budget of $1.12
billion for higber education
is Just under the $1.33
billion the Board of
Regents submitted as a
realistic continuation
figure.
The governor's recommendation represents a 28
per cent Increase over
current spending.
"THIS GIVES MONEY
for increases in prices but
not for increases In
quantity," said Duane
Keeran, a Wilkins' aide.
"If
the
system's
enrollment increase stays
within 8500 all wiU gd full
funding," Wilkins said. "If
enrollment increases above
that level each institution
will get a prorated lesser
amount.
And If that
happens they may have to
raise fees or cut costs."

ALL DAY THURS.
BANANA SPLIT
SPECIAL

and news media. But some of us weren't
listening.
Q. There wasn't any gas shortage the
last couple of winters, was there? How
come it suddenly developed now?
A.
There has been a natural gas
shortage since about 1971 and It has grown
steadily larger each winter, but It didn't
hurt much for two reasons: at first, the
only customers to have service shut off
temporarily were industrial plants which
had contracted for "Interruptible" service
and were prepared to switch to other fuels.
More recently, the cuts have gone
deeper. Into Industries that depend on
continuous natural gas service including
some that cannot use other fuels. When
their gas is shut off, their plants shut down
and their workers go home.
Secondly, the United States had
unusually mild winters for the past few
years. Otherwise the shortage would have
hit harder, sooner. This year, parts of the
United States have had record cold
weather and the gas supply Just can't meet
the heavy demand
Q. Does this mean that gas wiU be shut
off to homes and hospitals snd essential
public services too?
A.
No.
The Federal Energy
Administration says there Is enough gas to
serve these high priority users, provided It
Is delivered where it is most needed. The
immediate problem Is plant and business
shutdowns.
Q. How many shutdowns are there?
A. Nobody knows for sure, but the
Federal Power Commission has been
checking by telephone with interstate
pipelines. The FPC has reported shutdowns most frequently in Mississippi,
Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina, North
Carolina, Pennsylvania and Ohio, with
scattered plant closings in New Jersey,
Maryland, West Virginia, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Illinois and Indiana.
Q. There must be thousands of people
out of work, then
A. Hundreds of thousands. The rough,
incomplete estimates reported to the FPC

434 E. Wooster

Q. Why can't those plants burn oil or
sor.iething? Is there a shortage of that,
too?
A. No, the FEA says there is plenty of
fuel oil, but some plants can only use gas
for certain Industrial processes while
others simply do not have standby oil
burners. To make matters worse, some
plants that could bum fuel oil can't gd It
because the cold weather has froxen rivers
and lakes hampering deliveries by barges.
Q. How did the natural gas shortage
develop?
A. For one thing, oil companies moved
a kit d their drilling to the Middle East in
the 1960s, and new gas is often discovered
while drilling for oil, so gas discoveries in
the United States decreased.
A more fundamental reason is that after
years of discovering the biggest easiest
gas fields, there are fewer and fewer of
them waiting to be found. Meanwhile, the
natural gas industry built up Its market
with discount rates for large industrial
users and advertising to stimulate
household gas and other sales.
Since about 1968, the United States has
simply been burning up more gas than it
finds every year, and siphoning off its
reserves. That sort d thing can't go on
very long without running into shortages.
Q. What can be done about it?
A. Petroleum companies want to drill in
new areas, especially off the seacoasts
where the Interior Department is auctioning leases, and more new gas will be
found.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High Strmtt

Phone 352-9378

Graduate students now can participate in a series d
breakfasts with Graduate College deans and administrators.
The first breakfast will be 7:464 a.m. Feb. 3 in the
Pheasant Room, Union. It is free and open to the
first 12 graduate students who sum op In the Graduate
Student Senate office, third floor, Union.

Phone books
About those long-awaited campus phone books...
If you're an off-campus student who has not yet
received a campus directory, you'll have to wait one
more week The first shipment d 8,000 books has been
distributed to on-campus buildings and dormitories,
but 6,000 additional books will not be delivered until
Monday.

Musical
The box office at Joe E. Brown Theatre will be open
from 1-6 today and tomorrow with advance tickets for
"Good Ship Credit" The play is billed as a "hoodoovoodoo musical" and will be a Main Season production
Feb. 24. The box office will be open from * a.m.-5
p.m. starting Thursday. Student tickets are $1.

Summer camp
Interview slgn-ups for positions at three area
summer camps will begin Friday In the Student
Employment Office, 480 Student Services Bldg.
Camp Big Silver, sponsored by the Boys Club of
Toledo, will Interview Feb. 8. YMCA Storer Camps,
Michigan, will meet Feb. 10. Camp White Pine,
Ontario, will bold a group meeting at 8:30 p.m. Feb.
10 and Individual Interviews begin Feb. 11.

Foreign teachers
Finding teaching Jobs scarce in Ohio?
The American School of Kuwait will Interview
prospedive teachers Jan. 31 and Feb. 1 at the
University of Toledo. The International School of
Islamabad in Islamabad, Pakistan also will interview
candidates on Feb. 15 In Toledo.
Both schools are seeking teachers in a variety d
subjects. Interview appointments can be made with
the Toledo Placement Office d 637-4123. For more
information, contact the Career Planning and
Placement Services Office, 360 Student Services Bldg.
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already add up to nearly 600,000 put oat of
work for some period of time during the
past week by natural gas shortages.
It's possible that different plpeUnes
serving overlapping areas may be Inadvertently reporting the same layoffs twice,
but on the other hand the total comes from
estimates by only five out of the 29 biggest
pipelines so there must be many more that
have nd been counted yet
It seems fair to say at least half a
million workers have been idled so far.
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Recreation Center track a farce

Bill Estep

Brodt proudly gazes out his office window at Whittakar
Track, recognized as one of the Midwest's finest outdoor
facilities. In 1972, Ms track squad, featuring a couple of
distance runners named Dave Wottle and Sid Sink, won a
Mid-American Conference title.
Brodt is quick to tell you that his indoor squad's second
place finish is the highest placing a University team has
ever had in a NCAA-sanctioned event

We, the undersliaed students and (■cult)' of Bowling
Cms State Uarverilty, desire Immediate reevalnatleB of
the coMtructkm aad piecemeal of the running track for
the proposed new student Recreation Center. We feel a
deslxi similar to that of the Indoor track located la the
Mea'i Gym, will merely be repetition ef the current
Inadequate facility.-A stodeatoriented petition

INDOOR TRACK? An intercollegiate sport? An indoor
track facility?
Sure, the Ice Arena, that three-ring circus this
University calls a multi-purpose facility, is fine. But only
if you like shin splints and muscle pulls.
Just ask Jeff Opelt. who broke a bone in his leg last
week pole vaulting on cement Or ask sprinter Brian
Storm, who has damaged cartilage in his right knee to
attest to the quality of the Ice Arena surface.
Oh, Mel Brodt once was promised an indoor track.

There's a plaque hanging on the wall of Mel Brodt's
stadium office. It depicts Brodt with LeRoy Walker and
Stan Huntsman, two coaches of the United States squad
at last summer's Montreal Olympic Games. Under
Brodt's name it reads, "United States Track and Field
Federation University Indoor Coach of the Year".
Buried in a Memorial Hall trophy case is a modest
plaque with the inscription, "National Collegiate Athletic
Association Second Place Team Indoor 1972."

■ Tha WQ Waws
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That was back in 1960 when Ralph W. McDonald was
University president. McDonald left, nothing happened.
Seventeen years down the road later, the track
program and all students here have once again been
slighted But not only Brodt's program. What about the
women's varsity team, in their fourth year of varsity
competition? And what about all those avid Joggers, who
have suffered through seemingly endless, painful years in
the decrepit Men's Gym?
You all know about the new Recreation Center. That
$9.45 million building. It'll include an excellent aquatic
facility. It'll include a multi-purpose gym area for
tennis, basketball, volleyball and badminton. And a
suspended track?
THE UNIVERSITY administration and Rec Center
Committee like to argue that the new facility, for which
ground was broken three weeks ago, Is for students and
that intercollegiate athletics is secondary. Great But
aren't intercollegiate athletes students? Aren't joggers?
The original plans for the center showed a regulationsize, six-lane, 220-yard track. Now it's square, 190 yards
and unbanked. In so many words, useless.
"I think the rec center track is a waste of money,"
Brodt said. "Most students I see in the Men's Gym are
running, not Jogging. And all the new track will be good
for is jogging.
"It'll be unbanked, square and unlike the Men's Gym.
You won't be able to get up any speed It'll be fine for
older people, but not for students-not at their age. And

they shouldn't be joggers now anyway. They should be
runners.
"I don't bold anything against anyone," Brodt said;
"But it should have been a terrific facility for all purposes. But in the organization and planning, the track
got lost In the shuffle."'
A petition, developed by Jan Samuelson, a member of
the women's track squad and Bob I.unn, a varsity cross
country and track athlete, was circulated last week and;
reaped more than 3,000 signatures.
"We approached this with two ideas," Storm said of
the petition. "One is to just drop the whole track from:
the center and save it (the money) for some other
facility. Or add it onto the present building. We've,
received no feedback from the administrat. n."
"I've already told my team that the petition won't da
any good," Brodt said. "Now all we can do is hope for
another type facility. We'll just have to shoot for that" THE RESULT of the petition to date? Nothing. Storm
discussed the petition and proposal with University.
President HoUis A. Moore Jr. last Thursday and Monday
with Mark E. Kerns, undergraduate students representative to the Board of Trustees. The result? Nothing.
The damage is done. The water is over the dam.
Congratulations Mr. Kerns. Congratulations Dr. Moore;'
This University has once again missed the boat.
And how much is this "recreation center" really going;
to cost the students in general fees each quarter?

Welcome back, Falcons—
Cagers return home (finally) to face Redskins tonight
By Dick Rees
Associate Sports Editor
Player Introductions
certainly will be appreciated tonight when
Bowling Green's basketball
team takes on Miami
University at 7:30 In
Anderson Arena.
The BG cagers have

been on the road for so
long that they may have
been forgotten by local
fans.
And, in case you don't
remember the way to
Anderson Arena, ask Dick
Young. He should be good
at giving directions. He is
at taking them.
IF THERE ever was a

time to label a basketball
game "homecoming," well,
tonight's the night.
Welcome back. Falcons.
"It feels good," said
head coach John Welnert,
who brings his road show
home for only the second
time since last Dec. 8. "I
think it means a lot to the
players, getting a chance

to play in front of their
peers. That's what It's all
about"
Getting a chance? Gee,
It's about time.
Welnert doesn't forget
the last game his team
played in Anderson Arena.
He had just gotten out of
the hospital and the
Falcons presented him with

Women hoopsters whip Kent
By Greg Smith
Assistant Sports Editor
Bowling Green basketball coaches
Nora Liu and John Welnert are
experiencing the same problem in
their initial year here-poor shooting.
The women hoopsters, after losing
their first three contests, finally
turned things around last Saturday
afternoon by defeating Kent State, 674S.
BOBBI LITTLE garnered 16 points
and grabbed six rebounds for the
Falcons, while Charissa Urbano
chipped in with 10 points. Sue
Oberholtzer was BG's leading
rebounder with eight
"I thought everyone played well
against Kent," Liu said. "We substituted a lot so the girls could play

AHT

with 100 per cent effort I also think
it helped our field goal shooting
because the girls were less tired."
After losing to Ohio State, 94-37, in
the season opener, the Falcons
dropped a 55-49 verdict to Defiance
College (DC) and a 68-40 decision to
Western
Michigan
University
(WMU).
In the DC game, Urbano scored a
season-high 24 points and garnered
eight rebounds. Little was BG's
leading rebounder with 13.

In the WMU contest, poor shooting
continued to haunt the Falcons, as
BG hit only 23 of 64 from the field
for 37 per cent Little led BG with 12
points and 10 rebounds, while
Oberholtzer added 10 points and nine
rebounds. The Broncos outrebounded
BG, 57-48.

"I DON'T think the guards played
their part in the Defiance game,"
Liu said "They weren't moving and
couldn't hit their shots. Kent State
beat Defiance and we lost to
Defiance. It just shows we have to
become more consistent with our
shooting and overall play."

BG also was haunted by sloppy
play, committing 37 turnovers.

"Western Michigan's height really
hurt us," Liu said. "They have some
very tall girls, who scored a lot from
the Inside."

The women cagers host Cedarvllle
College Friday night at 8 and Ohio
University Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
Both games will be played In
Anderson Arena.

w—lend split

Gymnasfs right on schedule
By Dick Rees
Associate Sports Editor
Despite a defeat at Kent State University last weekend,
Bowling Green's women's gymnastics team is right on
schedule.
"We're making real good progress for this time of the
year," coach Charles Simpson said Monday. "We still
have room for improvement but we have a young team
and many of the girls haven't had the experience to
compete.
"Right now, though, I'm proud of what they've done."
Defending state champion Kent outpointed the Falcons,
134.75-124.4, but BG picked up a win by finishing ahead of
West Virginia in the triangular meet. The split gives the
BG women a 5-2 season record.
ONCE AGAIN, freshmen highlighted the Falcons' effort
First-year performer Cheryl Vasil of Canton was the
most Impressive, winning the vault with a 9.0 score,
taking third In floor exercise (8.2) and placing fourth in
all-around competition with 31 points.
Freshman Linda Lehman finished second in the vault
(1.85) and also scored well on the bars (8.05), although

failing to place. BG freshman Denise Acell took fourth on
bars with an 8.25.
"We're always glad to get that meet (Kent) over with
in the middle of the season," Simpson said. "Now we can
relax, so to speak, and concentrate on what we need to
do."
The BG coach said the beam performances are his
main concern.
"WE NEED MORE experience and confidence there,"
he explained. "It's the most difficult event, but we've
been throwing some excellent and difficult moves In our
routines."
On floor exercise, Simpson says the BG women need
more endurance and conditioning. And in all events, he's
looking for more depth
"But our vaulting has been superb and I'm real happy
with our bars," he added.
Bars, BG's weakest event in recent seasons, has been
solidified with the addition of specialists Acell and
sophomore Pam Culler.
"WHEN WE GET all four events hitting at the same
time, we'll score well," Simpson claimed.
Saturday, the Falcons will travel to Chicago for the
Windy City Invitational, a non-scoring meet that has
attracted 14 Midwestern teams.

a 56-55 upset win over rival
Toledo.
"I GOT over 100 letters
and cards when I was in
the hospital," Welnert
said, "and I'd like to say
'thank you' to all the
wonderful
people
in
Bowling Green for that
"And those cheers and
standing ovations we got
after beating Toledo, and
also after we played
Cincinnati,
well,
I'll
remember those forever. I
appreciate the students'
applause for recognizing
that we are working hard."
Now Welnert has another
message
for
Falcon
followers.
"I hope it helps being at
home,"
he
said
in
reference to tonight's
crucial Mid-American
Conference (MAC) clash.
"I hope we get a good
crowd. But by a good
crowd, I'd rather have 200
yellers than 2,000 sitters."
THE REDSKINS, who
were an overwhelming preseason choice to win the
MAC, invade with a 10-3
overall mark and a 4-1
league record.
They bring with them

underwear if you don't tell
the one you love, about it, in
the Valentine section Feb. 11™
For More Info Contact TllQ 3*G HOWS
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Remember John Weinert?

Liles: Surviving the sophomore slump
The struggle for survival.
As a team, it appears that the Falcon wrestlers are
losing the battle. Coach Bruce Beuards matmen are
1-4 record-wise after losing to Central Michigan, 24-12,
at Anderson Arena Saturday.
But individually, Jay Liles is not just surviving. He
has opponents eating out of his hand. And, even
though he's a lean 118-pound sophomore, there Is no
hint of that traditional second-year athletic swan dive
haunting him.
Liles leads the Falcons with a 4-1 slate. Only he
and 158-pound Mark Mayer, another sophomore, have
winning marks in what appears to be another overall
dismal mat season.

BUFF

"THIS HAS been more pressing this year because
I'm expected to win," said Liles, who finished 12-3-1
last year. "The coach wants me to start us out on the
right foot
"The best I can do is win and that helps the team,"
he said
Victories by Tom Mitchell (142), Jim Stitle (167) and
Liles accounted for BG's 12 points against the Chippewas. Liles said that the light Falcon schedule might
be the reason for BG's slow start.
"There have been some teams we've played that's
had 10 to 15 more matches than we had," he explained. "That extra mat experience in a match will
make a difference." -TERRY GOODMAN

APARTMENTS

Renting For Fall 1977
One Block From Campus
2 Bdrm. Furnished

Call Bill

352-2915

uuLm mma vv
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May the Bird Of Love And
Happiness infest your

one of the conference's
better players, muscular 65 forward Archie Aldridge,
the only performer ranked
in the top 10 in every
statistical category in the
MAC this week.
Aldridge (18.7) will be
flanked by senior Chuck
Goodyear (12.1), an allMAC first-team choice last
year, while 6-6 junior
Randy Ayers (11.5) has
moved into the pivot.
Steady John Shoemaker
(10.0) and freshman Rick
Goins (4.3) start in the
Miami backcourt, with
former starter Bernard
Newman (9.7) the first sub
off the bench.
The Falcons will counter
with Ron Hammye (12.7)
and Norvain Morgan (7.1)
inside, Dan Shumaker (8.2)
at the point and Dan
Hipsher (10.5) and Tommy
Harris (24.1) on the wings.
Harris continues to lead
the league in scoring and
for the second straight
week was BG's nominee
for MAC player of the
week honors.
Tonight's JV tilt, which
starts at 5:15, matches
coach Mike Steele's 4-1 BG
team against Henry Ford
Community College
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